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AFRICA AS IT WAS 
I had the pleasure to go back in time in September of this year to one of the most 
interesting places I have ever been to.  It has a wild open border to very special place 
with the only interruption being a river running through it.    This is a hunt in every 
sense of the word; walking miles along a river; and glassing from ridges in a country that 
seems to go on forever.   
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This is one of the biggest Kudu I have ever taken.  We earned him in the truest sense 
of the word.  If you want to hunt with the chance at huge Kudu, this is the place! 
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PLAINS GAME 
The Plains Game in this area are some of 
the best I have seen.  I took this free range 
30-inch Nyala.  I watched a monster 
Waterbuck slowly walk in front of me 
knowing there was no quota.  These are 
all FREE ranging animals – NO fences! 

DANGEROUS GAME 
As you can see this area has phenomenal 
Buffalo.  Pictured here is a magnificant 
Elephant taken in this area.  We will have 
one (1) Leopard permit available for the 
2017 season and with the tracks I 
PERSONALLY saw in September, you 
could take a monster.  If you consider 
yourself a hunter and want to see Africa up 
close and personal, THIS IS IT.  CALL 
now, it will NOT last! 

AFRICA AS IT WAS 

CAPE BUFFALO 
This area has 45 miles of river bordering a famous 

national park.  While hunting here I witnessed 
some of the biggest Cape Buffalo I have ever seen 
in a FREE ranging environment.  I personally saw 

Buffalo in the 48 inch range with heavy bosses like 
the one in the picture.  If you like to hunt trophy 
animals 1x1 in a truly WILD place THIS IS IT!  
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ELEPHANT 
I have ONE tag for a trophy bull in the 
Gonarezhou area for late February or early March 
2017 when the Marula trees are full of fruit - a 
crazy time of the year where intoxicated Elephant 
lose all control!  This is an area where 90 pound + 
bulls have been taken.  I fully expect that the 
Gonarezhou area will receive USFWS import 
permits.  Pick your area wisely and go Elephant 
hunting NOW while you still can. The prices will 
only get higher!  

LION 
I have two Lions on quota in an area that is 
open to a national park.  We just received an 
import permit for this area from USFWS.  
This hunt is in South Africa and is one of 
the FEW places in Africa that will be 
importable.  It is NOT a fenced hunt but a 
true WILD hunt as the USFWS directive so 
eloquently stated.  J and M Safaris has 
aligned itself with the highest Lion 
populations that are WILD and FREE 
ranging.  Be prepared for this hunt – it will 
be hot, dusty and 1 x 1.  

RHINO 

We have a cancellation for a FREE 
ranging White Rhino.  This is a 1 x 1 

hunt on foot, in a very special area.  
This may be the last time there is an 

opening to hunt as the next 3 years are 
already booked. 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

J and M Safaris 
Bob Jacobson, Owner 
Phone: (507) 209-1929 

E-mail: Bob@JandMSafaris.com 
 

I have over 30 years of experience placing 
hunters with the best outfitters in the 
world.  I do not sell hunts; I put top-notch 
outfitters with hunters looking for a type of 
hunt or animal.  I insist on outfitter and 
hunter contact to put everyone on the 
same page.  NO SURPRISES!  In the end 
this is hunting!  
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TIBURON ISLAND DESERT 

SHEEP 
I have done many hunts on this Island, long 
known for big sheep.  It is not a place for 
the weak at heart.  If you want a ram in the 
175+ range you will have to hunt, hike, 
climb and push yourself to kill a big sheep.  
Every time you look at him on the wall, you 
will know it was you against him and YOU 
WON!!!!  I have a special option for this 
hunt give me a call and let’s talk.  
 

SABLE 
I have a great opening for a Sable hunt in 
Zimbabwe.  This is a 7- day, 1x1 TROPHY 
hunt in an area that is proven to take 40”+ 
Sable.  If you have always wanted to hunt a 
FREE RANGING Sable, get ready for the 
hunt of a lifetime!  I have a special price for 
this hunt!!  Let me know on this one right 
away!!  We are also booking 2017 for 
Sable/Buffalo combo hunts.  

 


